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Combined inhibition of β-catenin and Bcr–Abl synergistically
targets tyrosine kinase inhibitor-resistant blast crisis chronic
myeloid leukemia blasts and progenitors in vitro and in vivo
H Zhou1,2, PY Mak1, H Mu1, DH Mak1, Z Zeng1, J Cortes3, Q Liu2, M Andreeff1 and BZ Carter1

Tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) resistance and progression to blast crisis (BC), both related to persistent β-catenin activation, remain
formidable challenges for chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). We observed overexpression of β-catenin in BC-CML stem/progenitor
cells, particularly in granulocyte–macrophage progenitors, and highest among a novel CD34+CD38+CD123hiTim-3hi subset as
determined by CyTOF analysis. Co-culture with mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) induced the expression of β-catenin and its
target CD44 in CML cells. A novel Wnt/β-catenin signaling modulator, C82, and nilotinib synergistically killed KBM5T315I and TKI-
resistant primary BC-CML cells with or without BCR–ABL kinase mutations even under leukemia/MSC co-culture conditions.
Silencing of β-catenin by short interfering RNA restored sensitivity of primary BCR–ABLT315I/E255V BC-CML cells to nilotinib.
Combining the C82 pro-drug, PRI-724, with nilotinib significantly prolonged the survival of NOD/SCID/IL2Rγ null mice injected with
primary BCR–ABLT315I/E255V BC-CML cells. The combined treatment selectively targeted CML progenitors and inhibited CD44, c-Myc,
survivin, p-CRKL and p-STAT5 expression. In addition, pretreating primary BC-CML cells with C82, or the combination, but not with
nilotinib alone, significantly impaired their engraftment potential in NOD/SCID/IL2Rγ-null-3/GM/SF mice and significantly prolonged
survival. Our data suggest potential benefit of concomitant β-catenin and Bcr–Abl inhibition to prevent or overcome Bcr–Abl
kinase-dependent or -independent TKI resistance in BC-CML.
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is a myeloproliferative neoplasia,
initiated by a reciprocal chromosomes 9 and 22 translocation
resulting in the generation of a Bcr–Abl fusion protein.1,2 The
development of Bcr–Abl tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) is the
most successful targeted cancer therapy to date.2,3 Imatinib and
other TKIs have revolutionized CML therapy and markedly
improved treatment outcome for CML patients.2–4 Unfortunately,
TKIs cannot eliminate the disease-initiating leukemic stem cell
(LSC) in the bone marrow (BM) niche in majority of patients,2

supported by results from multiple prospective trials, including
STIM, STOP 2G-TKI, ENESTFreedom and EURO-SKI, showing that
38–61% of patients who achieved and maintained a deep
molecular response for at least 2 years after TKI discontinuation
ultimately relapsed.5,6 Furthermore, in the context of the
development of TKI resistance and blast crisis (BC)-CML, formid-
able challenges remain.4–8 Approximately 10–15% of patients
present beyond chronic phase and 7% of chronic-phase CML
cases continue to progress to accelerated-phase or BC-CML even
on TKI therapy. The frequency of transformation is recorded at
3–5% within the first few years of TKI therapy and drops to ~ 1%
per year thereafter.8

The Wnt signaling cascade is known to be involved in virtually
every aspect of development and homeostatic self-renewal of
adult tissues. Its persistent activation is pivotal for
tumorigenesis.9–11 Self-renewal is a key characteristic for both

hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and LSCs.12–15 Emerging evidence
indicates that β-catenin, the canonical Wnt pathway’s central
effector, is required for the development and maintenance of LSCs
in both acute myeloid leukemia and CML.16–25 Recent studies have
demonstrated the impact of aberrant Wnt/β-catenin activity in the
development of Bcr–Abl-induced myeloproliferative neoplasms in
CML murine models.17,18 Genetic and pharmacologic inhibition of
β-catenin can target imatinib-resistant CML LSCs in mice.
Importantly, β-catenin seems dispensable in fully developed adult
HSCs.18 In BC-CML, activation of β-catenin in Lin−CD34+CD38+

granulocyte–macrophage progenitors (GMPs) can enhance their
self-renewal capacity.21–25 Furthermore, anomalous Wnt/β-catenin
signaling plays critical roles in Bcr–Abl kinase-independent
TKI resistance and stromal-mediated microenvironmental
protection.17,21,26,27 Thus, activation of β-catenin pathway poten-
tially represents a unique therapeutic target in BC-CML.
C82, an ICG-001-related compound but with higher specificity

and potency, selectively binds to CREB-binding protein and
prevents its interaction with β-catenin, thereby suppressing the
expression of subsets of Wnt/β-catenin-driven genes that are
required for cell proliferation and self-renewal.28,29 We hypothe-
sized that the combination of β-catenin and Bcr–Abl inhibition
could serve as a novel approach to overcome TKI resistance and
target BC-CML progenitors. We investigated, in TKI-resistant BC-
CML, the activity of nilotinib alone and in combination with C82
in vitro, followed by investigation of combined C82 pro-drug
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PRI-724 with nilotinib in a murine CML xenograft model. Aided by
a single-cell cytometry by time-of-flight (CyTOF) mass cytometry
and subsequent data analysis with spanning-tree progression
analysis of density-normalized events (SPADE),30,31 we demon-
strate that β-catenin inhibition reverses TKI resistance in BC-CML
cells with or without BCR–ABL kinase domain mutations and
synergizes with nilotinib in vitro and in vivo. Our data suggest that
this combinatorial strategy may have broad clinical utility in the
therapy of CML, particularly in TKI-resistant BC-CML.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells, cell culture and treatments
K562 was purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD,
USA). KBM5 and KBM5T315I were established from a BC-CML patient sample
as previously described.32,33 Primary samples were acquired from patients
and healthy donors using Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved
protocols after informed consent according to institutional guidelines. All
patients (Table 1) were resistant to TKIs. Patients (nos 1–4) harbored BCR–
ABL kinase domain mutations, including three with T315I/E255K or T315I/
E255V compound mutations, whereas the others (nos 5–8) did not.
Mononuclear cells from these samples were cultured in α-minimum
essential medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine
serum, 2 μM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin.
BM-derived mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) obtained from healthy
donors as described previously34,35 were cultured (5000–6000 cells per
cm2) in the same medium. Proliferating and quiescent progenitors were
identified by staining patient mononuclear cells with 5-(and 6-) carboxy-
fluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) and cultured with human
BM-derived MSCs as described previously.36,37 Cells were treated with C82,
nilotinib or both with or without MSC co-culture (leukemia:MSC= 4:1).

CyTOF
Primary BC-CML cells with or without in vitro treatments and BM cells from
NOD/SCID/IL2Rγ-null mice (NSG, Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME,
USA) xenografted with cells from a BCR–ABLT315I/E255V BC-CML patient after
4-week treatment were stained with metal-labeled antibodies against cell
surface markers, followed with antibodies against intracellular proteins
(Table 2) and subjected to CyTOF analysis as previously described38,39 with
a CyTOF 2 mass cytometer (Fluidigm, San Francisco, CA, USA). The bead
signature was routinely applied to normalize the raw CyTOF data before
analysis using a previously reported method.31,39 Protein expression
determined by SPADE quantification was expressed as nonlinear ArcSinh
units transformed from raw CyTOF counts or as percentage to the control.

Knockdown of β-catenin expression by short interfering RNA
Primary BC-CML cells with BCR–ABLT315I/E255V mutations (no. 2, Table 1)
were electroporated with 750 nM CTNNB ON-TARGET plus short interfering
RNA (Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO, USA) using an Amaxa apparatus (Solution V,
program K-17; Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA), following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Twenty-four hours after short interfering RNA transfection,
cells (0.5 × 106/ml) were treated with nilotinib for 48 h. Apoptosis and cell
counts were determined by flow cytometry as described below.

Western blot
Protein levels were determined by western blot analysis as previously
described.37 Antibodies against β-catenin (#8480), CD44 (#5640) and
p-CRKL (#3181) were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers,
MA, USA), and survivin (AF886) from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN, USA).
β-Actin was used as a loading control. Proteins were visualized with
Odyssey infrared imaging system and quantitated using the Odyssey
software program (version 3.0; LI-COR Biotechnology, Lincoln, NE, USA).

Cell viability assay
Apoptosis was determined by flow cytometry in cell lines, CD45+ leukemia
bulk, CD34+, CD34+CD38+, and CD34+CD38− BC-CML cells and CD34+

healthy donor BM cells after staining cells with annexin V (BD Biosciences,
San Jose, CA, USA), and in CD34+ proliferating (CD34+CFSEdim) and quiescent
(CD34+CFSEbright) BC-CML cells after annexin V staining in the presence of 7-
amino-actinomycin D (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) using LSR II (BD
Biosciences). For co-cultures, leukemia cells were collected by combining
cells in the supernatant and after two washes with phosphate-buffered
saline. Apoptotic cells were defined as annexin V-positive CD45+ cells. The
extent of drug-induced specific apoptosis was assessed by the formula:

% of apoptosis in treated cells-% of apoptosis in untreated cells
% of viable untreated cells

´ 100%

Viable cell counts were determined by flow cytometry in the presence of
7-amino-actinomycin D and CountBright absolute counting beads
(ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA).

In vivo study
In vivo experiments were conducted following the Institution Animal Care
and Use Committee-approved protocols. Female NSG mice (8-week-old)

Table 1. Characteristics of primary BC-CML patients

No. Source Blast (%) BCR–ABL status Treatment response In vitro/in vivo

1 PB 91 T315I, E255K Resistant to IM, DAS P/Q Bulk/CD34+38−/CD34+CD38+ CyTOF in vitro
2 PB 62/89/75 T315I, E255V Resistant to IM, NIL, DAS P/Q Bulk/CD34+38−/CD34+CD38+ CyTOF in vitro/in vivo
3 PB 83 H396R Resistant to IM, NIL, DAS P/Q bulk/CD34+38−/CD34+CD38+
4 PB 89 T315I, E255V Resistant to IM, NIL, DAS P/Q bulk/CD34+38−/CD34+CD38+
5 PB 80 No mutations Resistant to IM, NIL, DAS bulk/CD34+38−/CD34+CD38+
6 BM 93 No mutations Resistant to IM, NIL
7 PB 24 No mutations Resistant to IM, NIL P/Q CyTOF in vitro
8 PB 11 No mutations Resistant to IM, NIL, DAS P/Q

Abbreviations: BM, bone marrow; DAS, dasatinib; IM, imatinib; NIL, nilotinib; No., number; P/Q, apoptosis in proliferating and quiescent cells; PB, peripheral
blood; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

Table 2. CyTOF antibody panel

Label Targets Vendor Clone Catalog no.

I127 IdU Sigma-Aldrich I7125
Nd143 p-CRKL Fluidigm polyclonal 3143005A
Nd144 p-Tyr Fluidigm p-Tyr-10 3144003A
Sm147 β-catenin Fluidigm D10A8 3147005A
Nd148 CD34 eBioscience 4H11 14-0349-82
Nd150 p-STAT5 Fluidigm 47 3150005A
Eu151 CD123 Fluidigm 6H6 3151001B
Sm152 p-STAT3 Cell Signaling M9C6 4113BF
Sm154 CD45 Fluidigm HI30 3154001B
Gd156 Tim-3 BioLegend F38-2E2 345002
Tb159 p-AKT BD Biosciences M89-61 560397
Er166 CD44 Fluidigm BJ18 3166001B
Er167 c-Myc Cell Signaling D84C12 5605BF
Er168 CD38 BioLegend HIT2 303502
Yb173 CD11b BioLegend ICF44 301302
Yb176 Ki-67 BioLegend Ki-67 350502
cisplatin
(Pt195)

Proteins
(dead cells)

Fluidigm 201064
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Figure 1. BC-CML stem/progenitor cells overexpress β-catenin and survival/proliferating signaling molecules, and β-catenin expression is
induced by MSCs. (a) SPADE tree map, generated using all surface markers of a representative BC-CML sample (no. 2, Table 1) showing cell
populations, and the expression of β-catenin and survival/proliferating signaling proteins in various cell populations. The boxed notes were
identified by the expression of CD34, CD38, CD123 and Tim-3 markers. ArcSinh-transformed counts for each protein were exported and
quantified in each cell population. (b) Left: BC-CML populations and stem/progenitor subsets (CD45+, CD34+, CD34+CD38+, CD34+CD38−,
CD34+CD38+CD123hi and CD34+CD38+CD123hiTim-3hi) were located in SPADE tree according to its colored versions based on (bars
highlighted by by red boxes) surface markers. Right: SPADE quantification analysis demonstrating that CD34+CD38+CD123hiTim-3hi BC-CML
stem/progenitor subset has the highest expression of β-catenin and proteins for survival/proliferating pathways, including CD44, c-Myc,
p-CRKL, p-STAT5, p-STAT3, p-Tyr and p-AKT. Data are presented as ArcSinh expression (n= 3; nos 1, 2 and 7; Table 1). (c) Western blot showing
that MSC co-culture induced β-catenin and CD44 expression in KBM5T315I cells.
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were irradiated (250 cGy) and injected with cells (2 × 106 per mouse) from a
primary BC-CML patient (no. 2, Table 1). After engraftment was confirmed
by flow cytometry, mice were randomized and treated with vehicle control,
PRI-724 (continuous administration, 30 mg/kg per day) by osmotic pump
(ALZET, model 1004, Cupertino, CA, USA), nilotinib (oral gavage, 50 mg/kg
per day), or the combination (n= 11 per group). After a 4-week treatment,
leukemia burden and progenitor cells were determined by flow cytometry
of mouse peripheral blood. Three mice per group were killed. BM cells
were obtained for CyTOF and spleen cells for western blot analysis. Survival
was followed for the residual mice.
To evaluate treatments on BC-CML stem/progenitor cell function, female

NOD/SCID/IL2Rγ-null-3/GM/SF (7–9-week-old; NSGS, Jackson Laboratories)
mice were irradiated (250 cGy), randomized based on age, and injected via
tail vein with 2 × 106 cells from a BCR–ABLT315/E255V BC-CML patient sample
(no. 2, Table 1) untreated or after ex vivo treatment with C82 (1.25 μM),
nilotinib (0.5 μM) or both for 48 h (n=7 per group). Leukemia engraft-
ment and BC-CML stem/progenitor cells were assessed by flow cytometry
4–5 weeks after transplant and survival was monitored.

Statistical analyses
Experiments using cell lines were conducted in triplicates. Results were
expressed as the mean± s.e.m. Student’s t-tests were performed using
GraphPad Prism version 7.01 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).
All tests were two-sided. Statistical significance was set at Po0.05. The
combination index (CI), based on the Chou–Talalay method40 and
determined by CalcuSyn software (BIOSOFT, Cambridge, UK), was
expressed as the mean of the CI values obtained at the effective doses
of 50, 75 and 90%. CIo1 was considered synergistic, CI = 1 additive and
CI41 antagonistic. CyTOF data were analyzed and quantified by
SPADE.38,39 Mouse survival data were analyzed using the log-rank test.
Sample sizes for mouse experiments were sufficient for statistical analyses.

RESULTS
β-Catenin is overexpressed in primary BC-CML progenitors and
induced by BM MSCs
To characterize β-catenin expression and survival/proliferative
signaling pathways in phenotypically defined BC-CML progenitors,
cells from BC-CML patients (nos 1, 2 and 7; Table 1) were stained

with metal-tagged antibodies for myeloid cell surface markers and
intracellular proteins (Table 2) and subjected to CyTOF analysis
with data interpretation by SPADE. Phenotypically defined
myeloid cell populations were identified and the expression of
proteins of interest was determined (Figure 1a). Notably, Tim-3
was highly expressed in a small subset of CD34+CD38+CD123hi

progenitors (CD34+CD38+CD123hiTim-3hi) (Figure 1a, boxed).
SPADE quantification analysis showed overexpression of β-catenin
in BC-CML CD34+ (P= 0.0316), CD34+CD38+ (P= 0.0041) and
CD34+CD38− (P= 0.0383) progenitors compared to CD45+ bulk
leukemia (Figure 1b), consistent with previous reports.21–25

Interestingly, among CD34+CD38+ GMP BC-CML progenitors, β-
catenin expression was even higher in the CD34+CD38+CD123hi

subset (P= 0.0432) and highest in CD34+CD38+CD123hiTim-3hi

(Tim-3hiGMP) BC-CML stem/progenitor cells (P= 0.009; Figure 1b).
High β-catenin-expressing cells also expressed high levels of CD44
and c-Myc, known β-catenin targets. High expression of β-catenin
in BC-CML progenitors was associated with high expression of
p-CRKL, p-STAT5, p-STAT3, p-Tyr and p-AKT (Figure 1b), suggesting
high Bcr–Abl signaling in these cells. To mimic the BM
microenvironment, we co-cultured BC-CML cells with MSCs. Co-
culture induced β-catenin and CD44 expression in the leukemia
cells (Figure 1c). These data suggest that β-catenin is over-
expressed in BC-CML stem/progenitor cells, and can be induced
by BM stromal cells.

β-Catenin contributes to TKI resistance in BCR–ABLT315I BC-CML
cells
To assess the effect of β-catenin inhibition in BC-CML, we first
treated CML cell lines KBM5, KBM5T315I and K562 with C82,
nilotinib and both. The combination synergistically induced
apoptosis and reduced viable cells not only in TKI-sensitive
KBM5 and K562, but also TKI-resistant KBM5T315I cells, regardless
of MSC co-culture (Supplementary Figure 1a) and decreased
β-catenin targets CD44 and survivin, and Bcr–Abl target p-CRKL
(Supplementary Figure 1b). It was reported that β-catenin is
required for Bcr–Abl-independent TKI resistance.21,26,41 These data

Figure 2. Inhibition of β-catenin with short interfering RNA (siRNA) restores sensitivity of BCR–ABLT315I BC-CML primary cells to nilotinib
in vitro. β-Catenin siRNA silencing significantly increased sensitivity of TKI-resistant BCR–ABLT315I/E255V BC-CML CD45+ cells, CD34+CD38+ and
CD34+CD38− subsets to nilotinib (***Po0.001). Western blot confirmed β-catenin knockdown by siRNA at 24 h. Solid lines, without MSC
(alone); dashed line, with MSC co-culture (cocox). NIL, nilotinib.
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suggested that β-catenin also contributed to Bcr–Abl-dependent
TKI resistance in CML.
To further investigate the role of β-catenin in TKI resistance,

especially in BC-CML cells with mutations in the BCR–ABL gene,
we knocked down β-catenin in primary BCR–ABLT315I/E255V BC-CML
cells (no. 2, Table 1). After 24 h short interfering RNA transfection,
cells were treated with nilotinib for 48 h. Interestingly, β-catenin
knockdown significantly re-sensitized primary BCR–ABLT315I/E255V

BC-CML cells to nilotinib regardless of MSC co-culture, not only in
CD45+ leukemia bulk cells but also in CD34+CD38+ and CD34+

CD38− cell populations (Figure 2), implicating that β-catenin
contributes, at least in part, to Bcr–Abl-dependent TKI resistance in
BC-CML cells.

Co-inhibition of β-catenin and Bcr–Abl synergistically targets
TKI-resistant BC-CML progenitors, including CD34+ quiescent
progenitors in vitro
We next determined the effects of C82, nilotinib and the
combination in samples from extensively treated and resistant
primary BC-CML patients (Table 1). The combination synergistically
induced apoptosis not only in CD45+ bulk leukemia cells but also
in CD34+CD38− and CD34+CD38+ stem/progenitor subsets
(Figure 3a, n= 5). This was also observed in the CD34+CFSEdim-
proliferating population, and more importantly in the CD34+

CFSEbright quiescent population (Figure 3b, n= 6). The synergy
occurred in TKI-resistant BC-CML cells without or with BCR–ABL
kinase domain mutations (Figures 3a and b, Table 1). These data

Figure 3. Combination of C82 and nilotinib synergistically decreases viability of TKI-resistant BC-CML cells with or without BCR–ABL kinase
mutations in vitro. Cells from primary TKI-resistant BC-CML patients were treated with C82, nilotinib or both for 48 h with or without MSC co-
culture. The combination synergistically decreased viability in (a) leukemia bulk and stem/progenitor subsets (n= 5), and (b) primitive
proliferating (CD34+CFSEdim) and quiescent stem/progenitor cells (CD34+CFSEbright; n= 6). (c) CyTOF/SPADE analysis showing that the
combination significantly eliminated BC-CML stem/progenitor subsets (n= 3, Table 1). CON, control; COM, combination; M, million.
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indicated that β-catenin inhibition could reverse both BCR–ABL
kinase-dependent and -independent TKI resistance. Similar results
were obtained when cells were co-cultured with MSCs (Figures 3a
and b), implying that the combination could overcome MSC-
mediated CML microenvironmental protection. No cytotoxic effect
was observed in normal CD34+ progenitor cells exposed to the
same agents (Supplementary Figure 2).
To determine responses in phenotypically defined subpopula-

tions, we treated primary BC-CML samples (n= 3, Table 1) with
C82, nilotinib or the combination for 48 h, stained cells with the
same panel of antibodies for cell surface markers as described
above (Table 2), and performed CyTOF/SPADE analysis. As
expected, nilotinib alone had no effect. C82 alone inhibited
various subpopulations and the combination significantly
decreased various BC-CML progenitor subpopulations, including
the β-catenin highest CD34+CD38+CD123hiTim-3hi subset com-
pared to control or nilotinib alone (Figure 3c). The combination
reduced CD44, p-CRKL and survivin expression in these samples
(Supplementary Figure 3). These results indicated that co-
inhibition of β-catenin and Bcr–Abl could synergistically target
TKI-resistant BC-CML stem/progenitor cells.

Combined inhibition of β-catenin and Bcr–Abl synergistically
targets TKI-resistant BC-CML progenitors in vivo and prolongs
survival of BC-CML-bearing NSG mice
We next examined the effect of PRI-724, a C82 pro-drug, and
nilotinib combination in NSG mice engrafted with cells from a
BCR–ABLT315I/E255V BC-CML patient sample (no. 2, Table 1; Figure 4a).
We collected BM cells (n=3 per group) after 4-week treatment and
performed CyTOF/SPADE analysis. We discovered that while nilotinib
alone was inactive, PRI-724 and its combination with nilotinib
significantly decreased various BC-CML stem/progenitor subsets,
particularly CD34+CD38+CD123hi and most effectively Tim-3hi GMPs
(Figure 4b), which were further confirmed by conventional flow
cytometry in blood samples (Supplementary Figure 4), indicating
that the combination also synergistically targeted BC-CML progeni-
tor cells with mutations in BCR–ABL gene in vivo. As shown in
Figure 4c, PRI-724 alone (median, 38.5 days) significantly improved
the overall survival of the leukemia-bearing NSG mice compared to
controls (median 34.5 days, P=0.0281). The combination further
prolonged survival (median, 43.5 days) compared to PRI-724
(P=0.0368), nilotinib (median, 35.5 days; P=0.0044) and control

Figure 4. Co-inhibition of β-catenin by PRI-724 and Bcr–Abl by nilotinib targets BC-CML stem/progenitor cells and significantly improves
survival of BC-CML-bearing NSG mice. (a) Schematic diagram of the in vivo study. Engraftment was confirmed by flow cytometry and defined
as huCD45+ cells41% in mouse blood (n= 11 per group). (b) CyTOF/SPADE analysis revealed that 4-week combination treatment significantly
reduced BC-CML stem/progenitor subsets in mouse BM (n= 3). (c) Survival curves (n= 8 per group). PRI, PRI-724; hu, human.
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(P=0.0009) groups. No apparent drug-related toxicities were
observed in mice with single agent or combination treatment.

Combination of PRI-724 and nilotinib inhibits CD44, c-Myc, p-CRKL,
p-STAT5 and survivin expression in BC-CML progenitors in vivo
To further identify mechanisms of synergy for the PRI-724
and nilotinib combination in BC-CML stem/progenitor cells,

we determined the expression of CD44 and intracellular
signaling proteins by CyTOF in various cell populations of BM
cells from the treated NSG mice. SPADE analysis demonstrated
that PRI-724 alone and its combination with nilotinib significantly
decreased the expression of β-catenin targets, CD44 and c-Myc
in BM BC-CML progenitor subsets after 4 weeks in vivo
treatment (Figure 5a). CD44 is well known to play a critical role

Figure 5. Combination of PRI-724 and nilotinib inhibits the expression of CD44, c-Myc, p-STAT5 and p-CRKL in BC-CML stem/progenitor cells and
survivin in BC-CML cells in vivo. PRI-724 and the combination reduced the expression of CD44 and c-Myc (a), and p-CRKL and p-STAT5 (b) in various
BC-CML stem/progenitor subsets in BM cells by CyTOF/SPADE analysis and survivin by western blot (the right panel, quantification) in spleen cells
(c) from human BC-CML xenograft NSG mice after 4 weeks in vivo treatment (n=3 per group). *Po0.05, **Po0.01 and ***Po0.001.
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in mediating LSC-BM niche interactions.42–44 Furthermore,
PRI-724 and its combination with nilotinib decreased p-CRKL
and p-STAT5 levels in high β-catenin-expressing stem/progenitor
subsets (Figure 5b) and significantly inhibited survivin
expression in spleen cells obtained from the treated NSG mice
(Figure 5c), implicating potential roles of these proteins in TKI
resistance.

Prior exposure to C82 or the combination with nilotinib impairs
engraftment potential of BC-CML cells and prolongs survival in
NSGS mice
After ex vivo treatment with C82, nilotinib or both for 48 h, BC-CML
patient cells from untreated and each treatment group were
injected into NSGS mice. Although not affected by nilotinib as
expected, engraftment abilities of C82- and the combination-
treated cells were significantly abolished (4 weeks after transplant,
Figure 6a). Furthermore, mice transplanted with C82- or the
combination-treated cells had significantly less BC-CML stem/
progenitor subsets, including CD34+CD38+CD123+ cells expres-
sing Tim-3 (5 weeks after transplant, Figure 6b). Importantly, mice
transplanted with C82-treated cells survived markedly longer
(median, 47 days) than with nilotinib-treated cells (median,
41 days; **P= 0.0028) and the untreated controls (median, 41 days;
**P= 0.0054), and mice injected with the combination-treated cells
had significantly longer survival (median, 63 days) than with C82-
treated cells (*P= 0.026; Figure 6c). Collectively, these data
indicate that inhibition of β-catenin targets BC-CML stem/
progenitor cells and impairs leukemia stem cell function, and this
effect is further enhanced by TKIs.

DISCUSSION
TKI resistance and progression to BC are major challenges in CML
therapy in the TKI era.2–8 Although the mechanism is not well
understood, the self-renewal capacity of LSC has been
implicated.21,22,45–47 β-Catenin is involved in several critical
aspects of CML biology, including promoting disease progression,
contributing to BCR–ABL kinase-independent resistance and LSC
self-renewal.15–27,41

TKI resistance consists of Bcr–Abl kinase-dependent and
-independent mechanisms in CML.2,5,6,41 Bcr–Abl kinase-
independent resistance may develop intrinsically by the activation
of alternative signaling pathways or through extrinsic BM
microenvironmental factors.2,25,26,41 Bcr–Abl-dependent resistance
occurs through point mutations in BCR–ABL kinase domain that
could impair or even totally abrogate TKI binding, thus allow the
reactivation of kinase activity.2,41,46 Using a stochastic mathema-
tical model, scientists presumed that progenitors, which acquire a
mutation conferring self-renewal, are the most likely cells of origin
of myeloid malignancies.48 Furthermore, it was reported that
T315I-mutated BCR–ABL is functional at the stem cell level,
conferring leukemic cells self-renewal capacity in murine embryo-
nic stem cell model.49 As a critical signaling in the regulation of
LSC self-renewal, β-catenin is required for Bcr–Abl-independent
TKI resistance.26,41 However, its role in BCR–ABL gene mutation-
mediated TKI resistance is not yet understood.
We investigated the effect of combined inhibition of β-catenin

and Bcr–Abl on BC-CML cells. Synergy was observed in TKI
sensitive, surprisingly, also in TKI-resistant KBM5T315I cells. This
effect was further confirmed by β-catenin silencing in TKI-resistant
primary BCR–ABLT315I/E255V cells and by combination treatment of
primary TKI-resistant BC-CML cells with BCR–ABL kinase domain

Figure 6. Pretreatment with C82 or the combination significantly impairs BC-CML cell engraftment potential and prolongs mouse survival.
BC-CML cells (no. 2, Table 1) were untreated, treated with nilotinib, C82 or both for 48 h, then injected into irradiated NSGS mice. Flow
cytometry analysis of (a) engraftment (4 weeks) and (b) BC-CML cell populations (5 weeks) after transplant. (c) Survival curves.
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mutations in vitro and in vivo. These data provide evidence that
β-catenin inhibition restores sensitivity to nilotinib in otherwise
TKI-resistant BCR–ABL gene-mutated CML cells. We also show, for
the first time, that β-catenin contributes to BCR–ABL kinase-
dependent TKI resistance. The mechanism of this regulation is
currently unclear, and the regulation between β-catenin and Bcr–
Abl remains controversial. Reduced Bcr–Abl protein levels were
found in β-catenin-deficient CML mice, implicating β-catenin
upstream of BCR–ABL.17 Conversely, Bcr–Abl was reported to
regulate β-catenin in CML by phosphorylating and stabilizing it.50

We found that inhibition of β-catenin and more so the
combination reduced Bcr–Abl targets p-CRKL and p-STAT5
expression and synergistically induced apoptosis in BCR–
ABLT315I/E255V BC-CML, suggesting that β-catenin can regulate
the kinase function. Attempt to measure Bcr–Abl protein level in
β-catenin knockdown cells failed due to very low basal Bcr–Abl
level in the cells.
The activation of β-catenin was reported to represent a ‘second

hit’ for CML GMPs that confers the regaining of self-renewal
capacity during disease progression to BC.20–26,51–54 Aided by
CyTOF, a single-cell proteomics system that has been increasingly
applied to analyze cell signaling and phenotypic heterogeneity of
leukemia,30,31,39,55 we demonstrated overexpression of β-catenin
in BC-CML CD34+ progenitors, consistent with previous
reports.22,23 Furthermore, we identified a novel CD34+CD38+

CD123hiTim-3hi/Tim-3hi GMP subset that expresses the highest
level of β-catenin and intracellular survival and proliferative
signaling proteins. As a newly-recognized LSC surface marker,
Tim-3 was reported to drive acute myeloid leukemia LSC self-
renewal and leukemic progression via a Tim-3/Galectin-9 auto-
crine stimulatory loop.56,57 The role of Tim-3 in CML LSC has not
been well investigated. We suggest that Tim-3 is an important
factor also in BC-CML LSC function, and that it might play a critical
role in CML disease progression via activation of β-catenin in LSC
and/or mediating cross-talk between LSC and BM microenviron-
ment, such as through the Tim-3/Galectin-9 and Tim-3/HMGB1
signaling pathways,58 which can be further evaluated in the future
with the development of Tim-3 specific antibodies/inhibitors.
Using the second-generation β-catenin/CREB-binding protein

antagonist, C82, we demonstrated that the inhibition of β-catenin
could target β-cateninhigh progenitor subsets, and importantly,
remarkably impaired the engraftment potential of BC-CML stem/
progenitor cells. The treatment spared normal human CD34+ cells,
consistent with previous report.59 Compared to the genetic or
pharmacologic inhibition of β-catenin by cyclooxygenase inhibi-
tors in chronic-phase CML mice models,17,18 PRI-724 has higher
specificity and potency and has entered clinical trials for advanced
myeloid leukemias (NCT01606579). PRI-724 is well tolerated in the
clinic. Although it has limited single agent activity, our studies
provide evidence that the combination with TKIs could be
explored to test whether the earlier progenitors may be
eliminated in CML patients, or whether it can improve outcome
for patients in advanced stages. There is little overlapping toxicity
of TKIs with PRI-724, which may make these combinations feasible.
Particularly, our data strongly support that combined inhibition of
β-catenin and Bcr–Abl synergistically targets TKI-resistant BC-CML
progenitors in vitro and in vivo.
Collectively, we demonstrate that combined inhibition of

β-catenin and Bcr–Abl tyrosine kinase overcomes Bcr–Abl-
dependent and -independent TKI resistance, targets BC-CML
progenitors and BM niche components, and impairs engraftment
potential of LSC. Thus, the aforementioned combination repre-
sents a novel strategy for treating TKI-resistant CML and
improving clinical outcomes of BC-CML patients and warrants
clinical evaluation.
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